Tempo Design is a company which develops POP/POS solutions and is an expert in implementing tailor made projects.

With our renewed factory and Machine Park we are capable of also producing showcases, shop-equipments, Metal and Wooden Shop Furniture and Shop-in-Shop Projects beside POP/POS displays and luxury products. Moreover, all this without any material type restriction!

Every one of our contracted suppliers, we get support from, in case of need according to the project structure, are all selected out of experts in their own fields. Our project leaders are constantly moving from company to company, to carry out visits and to inspect our supply chain. By minimizing the loss of time and immediate intervention when required, we secure the semi-products to arrive just on time to our assembly line.

With the advantages of working with European partners for many years, we have a very good idea about the quality expectations. All our work is guided by this perspective domestic and international.

As our name suggests, all our activities are performed with a fluent TEMPO. Providing quick and quality services is our biggest claim in all matters.
We are interested in the most aesthetic and functional performances of stands, which are the presentation fields of products. We also take in account the contribution the display makes to its users and its optimum costs. An effective stand design is created by considering artistic sensitivity, engineering and material knowledge, ergonomics, production methods, economy and the properties of sales points.

Our industrial designers produce new stands with an ergonomic structure in line with requests from customers in an easy mountable, optimum priced, easy to transport manner. The design process begins with customer demands and continues until the customer approval of the finished product sample.
Our primary goal is to produce quality rather than to control the quality. Our company has obtained control over many materials, like from metal to wood, from plastics to textiles, based on years of experience with production. As much as which material will be used in which project, we are quite aware that it is very important to know with which machine or equipment that material has to be processed. This also provides us the possibility to control production costs and to maintain quick and qualitative results at our projects.

Very important to know, which machines or equipment that material has to be processed. With this knowledge, we find it very important that all materials are processed with production methods of today's technology. Also, this adds to our projects.

The mechanical design of pieces that work together are detailed. These technical works are done in order to test the prototype and production processes on digital platform. Engineering analysis and tests are done in order to research and estimate the operation limits in the working condition of the product.
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In our factory which is producing with TÜV ISO 9001 principles, the raw materials are processed with high technology CNC machines and they get their final finishing at our wood or metal paint shops. Our factory which houses your projects consists of 14,500 m² closed area and performs all its activities under one roof.
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